Prayer for Swift Rebirth of 3rd Dudjom Rinpoche

by Alak Zenkar Rinpoche

Unequalled in deciphering the secret symbols, heart-drop of the Lake-born Lotus Master,

Elixir of the pinnacle yāna, pith instructions of the triple-lineage gurus,

Treasure revealer, Lord Dudjom,

May the youthful sun of your emanation soon arise!
Opening the hundred thousand doors of indestructible entrustment-seals

Upon the wisdom-mind treasure, the profound innermost heart-essence of the ākāśāni,

Thus placing fortunate beings with karmic connection on the ground of maturation and liberation,

Sole refuge, Protector of the mandalas, pray soon return!
This prayer for the swift arrival of an emanation of Dudjom Yangsi Sangye Pema Zhepa Drodul Rigdzin Trinley Drup'ai De, in accordance with the joint instruction from Rinpoche’s disciples headed by Lama Ngawang, as well as in response to the request from the great translator Heidi Nevin, was composed with three doors supplicating in great devotion by Tudeng Nima, the lowest of the followers of this supreme refuge, on the twenty-fifth day of the twelfth month of the Iron Ox year (26 February 2022). May the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas bestow blessings for this to accomplish!